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Abstract 
Let G be a graph in which each edge is contained in at least one triangle (complete subgraph 
on three vertices). We investigate relationships between the smallest cardinality of an edge 
set containing at least i edges of each triangle and the largest cardinality of an edge set 
containing at mostj edges of each triangle (i,j e { 1, 2}), and also compare those invariants with 
the numbers of vertices and edges in G, Several open problems are raised in the concluding 
section. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let G= (V,E) be a finite undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E, 
containing no multiple edges. It will be assumed throughout hat G contains no isolated 
vertices and it has at least one edge. A triangle of G is a complete subgraph on three 
vertices. In this paper we mostly deal with graphs in which each edge is contained in at 
least one triangle; for the sake of brevity, such graphs will be called triangular. 
Our objective is to study some invariants defined in terms of independence and 
covering related to triangles. For i = 1, 2 we define 
~i(G) := the maximum cardinality of a set E' c E containing at most i edges of each 
triangle of G-  such a set E' is said to be strongly independent i f /=  1 and weakly 
independent if i = 2; 
rdG) :--- the minimum cardinality of a set E' c E containing at least i edges of each 
triangle of G- -  such a set E' is called a weak covering if i -- 1 and a strong covering if 
i=2 .  
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The notation ~(G) (without subscript) stands for the vertex independence 
number, defined as the largest number of mutually nonadjacent vertices in G. Let us 
note that the concepts introduced above make sense for all graphs, not only for 
triangular ones; for instance, if G = (V, E) is triangle-free, then ~(G)= ~2(G) = [El 
and rI(G) = z2(G)  = O. 
It is immediate by definition that in every graph G = (V,E), the complement of 
a weak (strong) covering is weakly (strongly) independent and vice versa. Hence, the 
following equalities are valid: 
~l(G) + zz(G) = ~x2(G) + Zl(G) ----- IEI. 
Such types of equalities for graphs were first proved by the second author in [5]; some 
generalizations for hypergraphs can be found in [8]. 
In the first two results we compare at(G) and z2(G). We formulate these tight 
inequalities in two equivalent ways, based on the identity ~(G) + zz(G) = IE[. 
Theorem 1. In every graph G, 
zz(G) <~ 2(~1 (G)) z, 
or equivalently, 
[El ~< 2(~1(G)) 2+ ~i(G). 
Excluding isolated vertices, equality holds if and only ill VI is odd and G is a complete 
graph. 
At the end we shall present a stronger lower bound on ~I(G) for connected 
graphs G (Theorem 9) from which the above inequality can also be deduced easily. 
In order to obtain some reasonable upper bound on ~1 in terms of rz, we need to 
assume that the graphs in question are triangular (otherwise ~(G) can be arbitrarily 
large even if z2(G) = 0 holds). 
Theorem 2. In every triangular graph G = (V, E), 
oq(G) ~< L(r2(G/)2/4J, 
or equivalently, 
IE[ ~ L(z2(G))Z/4J + r2(G). 
Equality holds if and only if z2(G) = IV[-  1 and G has a vertex x of degree IV[ - 1 
(I VI ~> 3) whose neighborhood V\  {x} induces the (unique) complete bipartite graph with 
L(J I/1 - 1)2/4/edges. 
Concerning the sum of ~I(G) and r l(G) vs. the number of edges, various estimates 
can be proved. Let us begin with a general lower bound that has been verified jointly 
with M. Simonovits. 
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Theorem 3. There exists a positive constant c such that 
~I(G) + TI(G) >~ clEI z/3 
holds.for every graph G = ( V, E). This lower bound is best possible in the sense that the 
multiplicative constant c cannot be replaced by any function tending to infinity with IEI. 
On the other hand, we prove that the sum ~1 + zl cannot be arbitrarily close to the 
number of edges (contrary to cq + 272 and ~2 -[- "lSl )" 
Theorem 4. For every constant c > 0 there exists a constant c' > 0 with the following 
property. I f  G = (V,E) is a triangular graph with [El = clV[ d+3/z (0 <~ d <~ ½), then 
~,(G) + z,(G)~< IEI - c'lVI ~+'/2 
Moreover, the conclusion is not valid in general if the exponent in the last term is 
replaced by any real larger than d + I. 
A related upper bound of a Ramsey-type nature can also be proved. For this 
purpose, denote by r(n) the largest integer such that every triangle-free graph of order 
n contains an independent set of r(n) vertices. (The known estimates on the growth of 
r(n) are cl x/(n log n) ~ r(n) <. c2 x/n log n for some positive constants cl and c2, first 
proved in [1] and in [3], respectively.) 
Theorem 5. Suppose that in a graph G = (V,E) an edge set F is triangle-free and is 
contained in a strong covering of cardinality T2(G). Then 
~I(G) + zl(G) ~< [El - r([FD. 
In particular, if G is connected and triangular, then 
~(G)  + z~(G) ~< IEI - r([VI - 1), 
Moreover, for every n >1 3 there is a connected triangular graph G = (V, E) on n vertices 
such that ~I(G) + zI(G) = ]E l -  r(n - 1). 
We note that graphs satisfying equality in the last part of Theorem 5 cannot be too 
dense, since a large number of edges (that means considerably more than n 3/2 in this 
case) yields a better upper bound by Theorem 4. 
From the previous results, the following simple estimates can be derived. 
Corollary 6. There exists a positive constant c such that 
gl(G) + zx(G) ~ IEI - c IE] 1/3 
and 
=a(G) + ~x(G) ~< IEI - cIVI 1/2 
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in every triangular 9raph G = (V, E). Moreover, the exponents cannot be replaced by 
any constant larger than ~ and ½, respectively. 
Corollary 7. Every trianoular 9raph G = ( V, E) satisfies 
~(G)  ~< fEI + 2 - 2x/(IE I + I), 
and ifz2(G) is odd, then 
cq(G) ~< [El + 2 - x/(4fEI + 5). 
Both bounds are tight, and equality holds precisely for the graphs described in 
Theorem 2. 
A further extremal property of those graphs, again concerning strong independence, 
is shown by the following result. 
Theorem 8. Every triangular 9raph G = (V, E) satisfies 
~x(G) ~< [(I V I -  1)2/4_] •
Equality holds if and only if G = 1(4 or G is a 9raph described in Theorem 2. 
Finally, we formulate a lower bound on ~a (G), stronger than the one in Theorem 1. 
Theorem 9. I f  the graph G = (V, E) is connected, then 
~(6;) >t (I v l -  1)/2. 
There are many interesting problems that remain open. Some of them are men- 
tioned in the concluding section. 
2. Strong independence vs. strong covering 
In this section we prove the results that compare ~(G)  with r2(G). We begin with 
Theorem 1, an alternative proof of which will be given at the end of Section 6. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall prove the assertion in the form 
IEI ~< 2(~1(G)) 2+ ~l(G). 
In order to simplify notation, let us denote s:= cq (G). Consider a maximum matching, 
i.e., a largest collection {el . . . . .  e,} of mutually vertex-disjoint edges in G= (V,E). 
Certainly, t ~< s. Let A denote the 2t-element vertex set el u ... u et, and set 
B := V \A. By the maximality of t, B is an independent vertex set. 
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Suppose first that some e~ is adjacent to at most one vertex of B. Then the two 
vertices of e~ together are incident to at most 4t - 1 edges. Moreover, the deletion of 
them results in a graph, say H, such that ~(H)  < ~ (G) (since no edge of H forms 
a triangle with e~). Thus, applying induction on s, we obtain 
IEI ~< 2(s - 1) 2 + (s - 1) + 4t - 1 <~ 2s 2 + s. 
Clearly, equality can hold only if t = s, e~ meets precisely 4s - 1 edges (including 
ez itself) and, again by induction. H is the complete graph Kzs_ 1. These requirements 
already imply that G = K2s + 1. To start the induction, it is easily seen that if a graph 
F satisfies cq(F )= 1, then F=K2 or F=K3;  but for K2 we would have 
]El < 2(:q )2 + ~1. (One can also verify that for K2s+ 1, cq (F) = s and r2(F)  = 2s 2, so 
that equality holds indeed.) 
Hence, suppose that each el is adjacent to at least two vertices of B. By the 
max/reality of t, those edges joining ei and B have to be incident to the same vertex of 
ei; let us denote that vertex by x~. Let f l  . . . . .  fq be the edges joining an arbitrarily 
chosen x~ to B. Observe that each triangle of G contains at most one edge from the set 
{el . . . . .  e,} w {fl . . . . .  fq}. Thus, denoting by F the set of edges joining A and B, we 
obtain 
s >1 t + IFItt, 
since there exists a vertex x~ incident to at least IFI /t  edges having their other 
endpoints in B. Thus, 
IFI ~< s t  - t 2. 
Since A can induce no more than t(2t - 1) edges, and B is independent, applying t ~< s 
we conclude 
IEI = (2t 2 - t) + (s t -  t 2) ~< 2s 2 - s < 2s 2 + s. 
Thus, no such graph can attain equality. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let t := z2(G), and choose a t-element strong covering T. Since 
G is triangular and contains no isolated vertices, the edges of Tcover V. Denote by F the 
edge set E \ T. Then F forms a triangle-free subgraph of (7; what is more, I FI = :q (G). 
Thus, whenever the inequality IV] ~< r2(G) is satisfied, Turfin's theorem implies 
~(G)  < IEI ~< El VI2/4 J  <- L (zz (G) )2 /4 j  • 
Hence, the theorem holds with strict inequality in this case. 
Assuming n:= I VI >/t + 1 and V= {x~ . . . . .  x,}, denote by di the number of edges 
of T that are incedent o xi (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n). Moreover, let Fi be the set of edges e e F 
such that x~ u e induces a triangle (and x~ ¢ e). Recalling that F (and hence each Fi, 
too) is triangle-free, 
IF, I ~< Ld,~/aJ 
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holds for i = 1,2 . . . . .  n. Since F = F1 w ... u F,, we also obtain 
IFI ~< Ld~/41 + ... + Ld~/aJ. 
For the degrees occurring in this sum we know that dj + ... + d, = 2t and d i ~> 1 for 
each i, 1 ~< i ~< n. Under these constraints, the worst upper bound for IFr is obtained 
when d~ = 2t - n + 1 and d2 = d3 . . . . .  d, = 1. Consequently, 
IFI ~< L(2t - n + 1)2/4] ~< LtZ/4J. 
If equality holds, then we have n = t + 1, dl = 2t - n + 1 = t, and V\{xx  } induces 
the unique triangle-free graph with t vertices and Lt2/4j edges, which is known to be 
bipartite. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that in this graph we indeed have 
z2(G ) = t and ~1(G) = [ t2/4j. [] 
3. The lower bound on ~1 "1" T1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let f V] = n, IEI = m, ~I (G)  --- s, T I (G  ) = t, and choose a fairly 
small constant c. Suppose first that m >>. n 3/2. Let F c E be a weak covering of 
cardinality t. If t >~ m 2/3, then the proof is done. Otherwise, if t < m 2/3, consider the 
graph H whose vertices are the edges of E \ F, two such vertices being adjacent if the 
corresponding two edges induce a triangle in G. Since E \ F is triangle-free, ach edge 
xy  of H can be represented by an edge of F (namely, the one that forms a triangle with 
x and y in G). Clearly, no edge of F can represent more than n - 2 edges of H. Thus, 
H has m-  t vertices and fewer than nt < m 4/3 edges. Consequently, by Tur~in's 
theorem, the vertex independence number of H is at least c. m 2/3 (for some c not too 
large). Those independent vertices of H correspond to a strongly independent edge set 
in G, so that s >1 c" m 2/3 follows. 
Next, suppose that m < n 3/2. Let now F c E be a maximal strongly independent set. 
Then there are at least n - 2IFI vertices not contained in any edge of F, and by the 
maximality of F, those vertices are mutually nonadjacent. For each such vertex x, we 
choose an edge ex containing x. Denote the set of those ex by H. Clearly, if x g= y, then 
ex and ey cannot belong to the same triangle of G. Thus, 
s >/max(IFI, IHI) ~> max(lFI, n - 2IFI) >~ n/3 >~ c 'm 2/3 
for some constant c. 
To see that the lower bound is best possible apart from a multiplicative constant, 
construct graph G by joining all vertices of Kq with q(q - 1)/2 mutually nonadjacent 
vertices (q = 2, 3 .... ). This graph has q(q + 1)(q - l)/2 = O(q  3) edges, and one can 
see that 71(G) = z1(G) = q(q - 1)/2 = O(q2). [] 
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4. Triangular Ramsey numbers 
We begin with the following auxiliary observation. 
Lemma 10. I f  T is a strony coverin9 in a connected trianyular graph G = (V, E), then its 
edyes jbrm a connected spannin9 subyraph of G. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that V = V~ w V2, Vi 4= 0 for i = 1, 2, and no edge of 
T joins Vt and V2. Then all edges between V1 and V2 belong to E \ T. Note that 
E \ T :~ 0, by the connectedness of G. Choose any e e E \ T. Since G is triangular, e is 
contained in a triangle with edge set {e,f, 9}, say. One o f f  and 9 joins V~ and Vz, 
however, contradicting the fact that E \ T contains at most one edge of each tri- 
angle. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5 (upper bounds). Observe first that the second inequality is easily 
derived from the first one by Lemma 10. Indeed, if G is connected and triangular, then 
we can select a spanning tree T in any strong covering, and of course T is triangle-free 
and IT[ = I V I -  1. Hence, it suffices to prove the first upper bound on cq + rl. 
Let F c E be a strong covering, [F I = r2(G) = 1EL - ~l(G), and suppose that T c F 
is triangle-free. Then F \ T meets all but those triangles that have precisely two edges 
in T and one edge in E \ F. Let us define a graph H whose vertices are the edges of 7", 
two such vertices being adjacent if the corresponding edges form a triangle with some 
edge of E \ F in G. 
Observe that H is triangle-free. Indeed, if {e,f, g} c Tis a triangle in H, then e,f, and 
9 are mutually intersecting edges, hence forming either a triangle or a star in G. But 
T is triangle-free, therefore {e,f, g} should be a star, with three mutually adjacent 
endpoints in the graph E \F.  However, E \F  is the complement of a strong covering 
- -  i.e., it is strongly independent - -  therefore it cannot contain triangles. This 
contradiction implies that H is triangle-free, as claimed. 
One can see that for every set H c T independent in H, T\H  meets all triangles 
having two edges in T and one edge in E \F. By the definition of r(n), we can choose 
such an H that also satisfies IHI ~> r(ITI). Thus, 
rl(G) ~< [F I -  IHI ~< IF I -  r ( IV[ -  1), 
:qlG) + rl(G) ~< IE \.FI + IF ',,HI ~< IE[ - r(I V[ - 1). 
Construction. Let H be a graph on n -  1 vertices with edge set F, in which the 
maximum number of mutually nonadjacent vertices is r(n - 1). The graph G = (V, E) 
is obtained from H by taking a new vertex x and joining it to all vertices of H. Since 
every triangle of G contains x, and therefore it has just one edge in F, we obtain 
~1(G) >/IE[ - (n - 1). Hence, it suffices to prove rl(G) >~ n - 1 - r(n - 1). 
Choose a smallest set Q c E, IQI = rl(G), that shares an edge with each triangle. 
Define R:= {eeQIx~e} and S:= Q \R. Assume that IRI = n - 1 - r(n - 1) -  k for 
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some k > 0. Then the set W:= {ye V[xyeE \R} has cardinality r(n - 1) + k. More- 
over, S contains every edge induced by W, since those edges form triangles with x. The 
subgraph induced by W is a subgraph of H, therefore its vertex independence number 
is at most r(n - 1). Hence, IW[ = r(n - 1) + k implies that Winduces at least k edges. 
Thus, IQI = [RJ + IS[/> n - 1 - r(n - 1). [] 
5. Further bounds on aq +)  
Proof of Theorem 4. We choose a small constant c", say c" = c/2. If IEI - ~t l (G) /> 
c" lVf  +3/2, then we consider a strong covering F and select a triangle-free subgraph 
Tc  F and ITI > IFI/2 (it is well known that such a T exists). Then the second 
inequality of Theorem 5 yields 
~I(G)  + r l (G)  ~ IEI - r(c"l Vl a+312) <~ IEI - c ' l  VI dl2+314 (log I Vl) ~/z 
<~ [El - c'[V[ a+ 1/2 
for d ~< 1/2. Otherwise, if ~(G)  grows nearly as fast as IEI, we choose a strongly 
independent set F c E of cardinality ~I(G). The subgraph formed by the edges of 
F contains a vertex x of degree at least c"lVI ~+~/2. By the choice of F, the neighbor- 
hood of x in F, W:= {yeVIxyeF} ,  is an independent vertex set in G as well. 
Recalling that G is triangular, for each y~ W we can select a vertex zy such that 
{x,y, zy} induces a triangle in G. Observe that the edge set H:= {yzr lyeW }, is 
strongly independent and has cardinality [WI ~> c"lV[ d+1/2. Thus, E \ (FwH)  is 
a weak covering, so that 
ra(G) ~< tE l -  IFI - [H I  ~< [E[ - cq(G) -  c"[V[ a+'/u. 
Next, we give a construction that shows the sharpness of the upper bound. By the 
known estimates on r(n), there exists a triangle-free graph H on k := I vI ~- 2a vertices, 
with vertex independence number at most O(k 1/2 log k). Every such graph has average 
degree at least c'" k~/2/log k for some constant c". Replace each vertex of H by an 
independent set of cardinality I lVl/k.J or [-I Vl/k] to obtain I Vl - ! vertices (during 
this operation the edges of H are replaced by complete bipartite graphs), and join 
a new vertex x to all of the other vertices. This graph G = (V,E) has at least 
c'"l VI/(k ~/2 log k) edges, and apart from the logarithmic factor this number grows 
proportionally with [VI a+3/z. On the other hand, the I VI - 1 edges incident o x form 
a strong covering, therefore 
cq(G) > IE [ -  IV[. 
In order to estimate "(1 ((~), we show that there exists a weak covering Tof  minimum 
cardinality, all of whose edges are incident to x. (As a matter of fact, every weak 
covering satisfies this property, but we do not need this stronger claim in the proof.) 
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Indeed, each edge e = yz not containing x covers precisely one triangle, namely 
{x, y, z}. Hence, replacing yz by xy, we obtain another weak covering of the same 
cardinality, and in this way we can eliminate all edges disjoint from x. 
Let C denote the set of those vertices w of H for which the set corresponding to w in 
the replacement operation (while constructing G) is completely joined to x in T. It is 
easily seen that the complement of T in H must be an independent set, therefore 
r x(G) >[V l -  ( IV] -  k).o~(H)/k, 
yielding the required lower bound. [2 
Proof of Corollary 6. By the known estimates on Ramsey numbers, the inequality 
~I(G) + r~(G) ~< [El - c LVI 1/2 is a direct corollary of the second part of Theorem 5. 
Observe that this also implies the other inequality as long as IEI ~< c'lVI 3/2 for some 
(arbitrary but fixed) constant c'. For larger IEI >1 c'l VI a+ 3/2 we apply Theorem 4 that 
yields 
~I(G) + vl(G) <~ IEI - c" I V[ a+ 1/2 ~ LE] - c'" ]El ~/3. 
Sharpness can be seen by the constructions given in the proofs of Theorems 4 
and 5. [] 
6. The strong independence number 
Proof of Corollary 7. Denoting s:= ~I(G) and t:= zl(G), Theorem 2 yields 
s ~< t2/4, 
s + 2x /s  ~ s + t = JE[, 
s ~< IEI + 2 -  2x/(IE I + 1). 
For t odd, the slightly stronger bound is obtained by beginning the argument with 
s~<(t 2 -  1)/4. [] 
Proof of Theorem 8. The assertion is obviously true for small graphs, therefore we 
assume that the number of vertices is at least 5. Let n := ] V[, s := ~I(G), and consider 
a largest strongly independent set F c E, IF[ = s. Denote by di and by Ni the degree 
and the neighborhood, respectively, of the ith vertex xi in F. Note that, by the 
definition of strong independence, ach Ni is an independent vertex set, and also 
Ni :'~ Nj = 0 if xixj ~ F. 
First of all, consider graphs containing a vertex, say xl, of degree n - 1. Since F is 
triangle-free, the assertion follows by Tur~m's theorem whenever dl = 0. Let 
dl = k >~ 1. Since G is triangular, we also know that k ~< n - 2. Then, since x~ is 
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adjacent to all 
V\(N1 u {xl }), 
IFI ~< k + 
vertices, the edges of F incident to V\(N1 w {xl }) are induced by 
therefore 
[_(n - k - 1)2/4J < L(n - 1)2/4J 
whenevern1>5andn-2>~k~> 1.
Suppose next that there is an edge e(i,j):= x ix j•F  with di + dj >t n - 1. Then in 
fact di + dj -- n - 1, since the third vertex, say w, of a triangle containing e cannot 
belong to N~ ~ Nj. What is more, we claim that w has to be adjacent o every vertex 
y•Ni  w Nj. Indeed, assuming y eNd, consider the edge xjy. Since N~ and Nj are 
independent, he third vertex of a triangle containing xjy cannot belong to N~ ~ N j, 
therefore w is the unique choice, and therefore wy • E. We conclude that w has degree 
n - I in G, so that this situation has already been considered above. 
Hence, we can assume that di + dj ~< n - 2 holds for all edges e(i, j)•F. Summing 
up this inequality for all choices of the unordered pair (i,j), and applying some simple 
transformations, we obtain 
IF l ' (n - 2) >>. ~ (d~ + dj) = ~ d{ ~ ~ d, n = 41F[2/n, 
e( i , j )eF  1 <~i<<.n 1 <~i<~n 
IFI ~< n(n - 2)/4 ~< L(n - 1)2/4j. 
If equality holds, then the d~ are equal, and INi u Nil = n - 2 holds for all xixj•F, 
and hence d~ ~ n/2 - 1. (In particular, n is even.) Consider the two vertices, say xl and 
x2, that do not belong to some fixed Ni w Nj. With each of the n - 3 edges incident to 
{xi, xj} in Ni w Nj, some ofx~ and x2 forms a triangle, the other two edges of which 
are in E \F. Assume that xl is contained in at least [-(n - 3)/2"] = n/2 - 1 such 
triangles. Then xl is incident to at least n/2 edges not belonging to F. Since 
d~ = n/2 - 1, x~ must have degree n - 1 in G. This conclusion leads to a situation 
considered before, so that the proof is completed. [~ 
Proof of Theorem 9. Let T= (V,F) be a rooted spanning tree of (7, with root v, 
satisfying the following property: 
(*) For each edge xy e E, either x is contained in the (unique) path joining y and v in 
T, or y is contained in the path joining x and v in T. 
Such a spanning tree (often called depth-first-search tree) exists whenever G is 
connected; and, of course, it has IFI = I V J -  1 edges. 
We now partition F into two sets, F = F '  w F", letting e • F '  if the path joining the 
root v and the edge e in T has an odd number of edges, and e•  F" if the distance 
between v and e is even. Notice that if two edges of F '  (or of F") share a vertex, then 
they are at the same distance from v; thus, by (*), they do not induce a triangle. 
Consequently, both F' and F" are strongly independent edge sets, so that 
ct,(G) ~> max(IF' I ,  [F"I) >/(rF'[ + IF"r)/2 = (I VI - 1)/2 
follows. [] 
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Second proof of Theorem 1, If G is connected, then Theorem 9 implies 
2(~z~(G)) 2 + ~(G)  > IVL (IVl - 1)/2, 
while 
3cI(G) + T2(G)~-IEI ~IVI (I V I -  1)/2 
follows directly from the definitions, even without assuming connectivity. In order to 
have equality in Theorem 1, [El = I VI (I I/I - 1)/2 and ~I(G) = (I VI - 1)/2 must hold, 
i.e., IVl is odd and G is a complete graph in this case. 
On the other hand, if G is disconnected, say G1 ... Gk are its components, then we 
can assume by induction on [VI that the required inequality is valid for all Gi, 
1 ~< i ~< k. Since cq(G) = cq(G1) + ... + ~l(Gk) and z2(G ) = z2(G1) q- ... q- z2(Gk) 
obviously hold, the assertion follows. [] 
7. Concluding remarks and open problems 
In this concluding section we mention some unsolved problems related to the 
results of the paper. 
Conjecture 11. In every triangular graph G = (V, E), ~I(G) + rl(G) ~< [_1VI2/4J. 
One reason why this problem seems to be difficult is that there are several types of 
graphs attaining equality in it. Some examples are K, (the complete graph on n >/3 
vertices), the graphs described in Theorem 2 that have an odd number of vertices, and 
the complete quipartite graphs with an even number of vertex classes. 
Problem 12. Does the construction described in the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 3 provide the largest possible constant c such that ~I(G)+ ra(G)>/ 
(c - o(1))'lEI 2/3 holds for every graph G as IE[ ~ ~: ? 
Problem 13. Determine the largest constant c for which there exists a triangular graph 
G = (V,E) such that min(~l(G), rlIG)) >/c'lEI, 
More specifically, since z~(G)< LEI/2 always holds, we ask whether or not the 
value of c can be arbitrarily close to ½. In a stronger form, recalling that 
~1 + vl < =1 + z2 = IEI, the following question arises: How close can 
(cq(G) + 2z~(G))/IEI be to ~? 
Problem 14. Does Theorem 5 remain valid without assuming connectedness? 
We note that an affirmative answer would follow easily by induction if the following 
inequality were valid for the corresponding triangular Ramsey numbers. 
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Problem 15. Prove that r(p) + r(q) >t r(p + q + 1) holds for all pairs p, q of natural 
numbers. 
Further types of coverings 
In this paper we investigated coverings of triangles with edges. There are several 
other interesting variants, however, that offer open problems for future research. 
Below we mention three of those areas. 
(1) Covering given types of subgraphs with edges 
Let Fbe a given graph with, say, k edges. For any graph G = ( V, E) and any integer 
i, I ~< i ~< k - 1, one can define cti:r(O'-') as the maximum cardinality of a set E' c E 
containing at most i edges of each subgraph F c G isomorphic to F, and r;:r(G-') as the 
minimum cardinality of a set E' c E containing at least i edges of each F' c G 
isomorphic to F. One of the simplest interesting particular problems would be to 
study the case F= C4, the cycle on four vertices. (It is clear by definition that 
O~i;F(6) "4- "~(k-i);F(6~ = [El holds for every F, G, and i.) 
(2) Covering complete subgraphs with complete subgraphs 
On of the simplest particular cases of this topic is when a 'small' set of vertices has to 
be found that meets all of the maximal complete subgraphs (cliques) of a graph. This 
problem has been studied recently in the subsequent papers [7, 2, 4]. For instance, in 
[4] we conjecture that every graph of order n admits a set of at most n - r(n) vertices 
that meets all cliques. (Here, again, r(n) is the triangular Ramsey number as defined 
before Theorem 5.) 
Another version of the problem is to determine the smallest number of subgraphs 
Kp c G such that every Kq c G (p < q) - -  or every clique - -  contains at least one of 
them. (In the 'clique version' it is reasonable to assume that G contains no cliques of 
order less than p.) We have proved that the set of triangles together with the edges not 
contained in any triangle of G = ( V, E) can be covered with fewer than L I vI2/4_J edges, 
unless G is the bipartite Tur~in graph. We expect hat similar results can be proved for 
larger p and q as well, e.g., for p = 3, it may be true that if G contains no cliques of 
order smaller than 3, then all cliques (or all/(4 c G plus all triangles nonextendible to 
a/(4) can be covered with at most (n/3) 3 triangles. In general, one can expect hat the 
analogous bound will be (n/p) p. 
(3) Covering edges with triangles 
Denote by p~(G) the smallest cardinality of a set S of edges and triangles/(3 c G 
such that each edge e of G either is contained in a triangle of S, or e itself belongs to S. 
This invariant may be viewed as the dual of z~(G). It was proved in [9] that 
pA(G) <-% ct2(G), but we do not know any exact result about the relationship between 
p:~(G) and cq(G) or, in triangular graphs, between p~(G) and z2(G ). (One cannot 
expect oo much in connection with Z l(G), because p • (G) can be arbitrarily large even 
if rl(G) = 1.) Note that any one of~l and r2 can be as small as O(x/p~), as shown by 
K. and by the graphs of Theorem 2, respectively. A related result of [6] states that if 
G is a triangular graph of order n, G #/(4,  then p~(G) .%< (n - 1)2/4. 
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